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Practice note: mediator’s opening statement 

Margaret Halsmith provides a practice process outlining the 
'what', 'how', 'when' and 'why’ of a mediator's opening 
statement.1

 

 

 
 

 

1. Introduction 

 
This practice note arises from my observations and reflections as a mediator of a variety of 
disputes for business, government, families and individuals while based in Perth and mediating 
legal and relationship matters from Esperance to Kununurra, since the mid-1990s.  
 
It outlines some thoughts on the ‘what’, ‘why’, ‘how’ and ‘when’ of mediator's opening 
statements, raises some issues and offers what may be take-away messages. It is intended as a 
point of discussion. 

Point of view 

This note is written for ‘the observer’ of a mediator’s opening statement [MOS]. The observer 
could be listening and watching through a one-way mirror; from the corner of the mediation 
room, on a screen or from another vantage point.   
 
Observation of mediation is rare.  Beyond their initial training, mediators often learn primarily 
through reading and discussion.  For many mediators, observation is a missed opportunity for 
professional development.   Continuing professional development that includes a component of 
observation can initiate and sustain a rewarding practice-focussed dialogue.  The use of point of 
view in this practice note is intended to provide an opportunity for the reader to consider a MOS 
from the perspective of a ‘naïve observer’ and the potential for observation in their practice. 

 

                                                           
1
 Revised version of article by the same name published in the ADR Bulletin Vol 12 No 6; published with the permission 

of the editor. 
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Structure 

Five sections follow:  
 

 In which the mediator and ‘the observer’ review the ‘what’ and the ‘why’ of a MOS in 
preparation for the observation of the MOS.  

 

 In which the mediator makes an opening statement and ‘the observer’ observes the ‘how’ 
of the MOS in terms of what they see and what they hear. 

 

 In which ‘the observer’ and the mediator debrief following the MOS including the ‘when’ 
of MOS. 

 

 In which ‘the observer’ raises with the mediator issues that could arise in a MOS. 
 

 In which the mediator offers some take-home messages for ‘the observer’.  
 

 

2. Review: in which the mediator and the observer review the ‘what’ and the ‘why’ 
of a MOS in preparation for the observer’s observation and the mediator’s delivery 
of the MOS. 

What is mediation? 

Within what parameters will the observer’s observations take place?  
  
The observer and the mediator settle on the following definition of the mediation process which 
is developed from the NADRAC (1997) definition: 
 

Mediation is the process in which, with the even-handed assistance of a third party and 
together with advisors and/or support people, who may or may not be present, the 
people in dispute:  

 listen to and are heard by each other 

 identify mutual issues to be addressed    

 develop options to address mutual interests  

 consider alternative approaches for resolution 

 endeavour to reach an agreement. 
 

The mediator  

 advises on and determines the process by which resolution is attempted 

 facilitates the dialogue among participants through each of the stages 

 follows the lead of the parties with respect to content. 
 
Each advisor and support person  

 engages with the process, the mediator and other participants  

 follows the lead of the parties with respect to content 

 follows the lead of the mediator with respect to the process. 

What is a mediator's opening statement? 

In general terms what can the observer expect to hear and see? 
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The mediator and observer describe a MOS as a largely generic set of comments organised into a 
framework and spoken by the mediator to all participants2 of the mediation. Many of the 
elements are based on the Agreement to Mediate. The MOS is distinguished from the Agreement 
to Mediate in that the elements are explained and emphasised in a way which is tailored to 
procedural and interpersonal aspects of the current mediation. 

Why have a mediator’s opening statement? 

What rationale can the observer expect will link all that they hear and see? 
 
The observer and the mediator decide that the purpose of a mediator’s opening statement is to 
ensure that participants, individually and collectively, are primed for the mediation process so 
that each can maximise their participation with a view to agreement being reached, if 
appropriate. That is, the purpose is to ensure that procedurally speaking ‘there will be no 
surprises’ in a process that is made transparent by the MOS which mobilises and enlists the 
commitment of all participants to mediate well. A MOS can be thought of as being designed to 
enable parties to imagine themselves mediating well and reaching agreement, assisted by their 
advisors and support people.  

What are the aims of a mediator’s opening statement? 

What will the observer note assists to create such transparency and motivation?  
 
The mediator and observer note that the MOS will interweave the following into a brief, 
structured, engaging, professional soliloquy:   
 
Process aims to 

 demonstrate respectful interaction 

 demonstrate evenhandedness  

 establish the tone of the mediation 

 demonstrate that the pre-mediation sessions have been even- handed 

 create and reinforce confidence in the process, the participants and in the mediator  
 
Substance aims to 

 describe the principles of mediation 

 establish the norms of the mediation including roles of participants 

 review information conveyed during the pre-mediation session 
 
Personal connection aims to 

 acknowledge participants 

 settle participants 

 increase rapport with participants 

 orientate participants 

 create and reinforce confidence of participants  

 consolidate participants’ commitment to the principles and the process 

 provide a reference point for the mediation 

 empower participants to participate fully 
 
The definition and purposes of the mediator’s opening statement having been established, the 
observation can commence.  
 

                                                           
2
 ‘participants’ include parties, advisors [lawyers, accountants etc] and support people 
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3. The observation: in which the mediator makes an opening statement and ‘the 
observer’ observes the ‘how’ of the MOS in terms of what they see and what they 
hear. 

How is a mediator's opening statement delivered? 

What will the observer see? What will the observer hear? 

 

What will the observer see? 

The observer will see the space, the participants and the mediator. 
 
The space 
Space conveys thoughtful design of natural and introduced features. The observer will see a well-
lit, private, dedicated space which is decorated in a relatively neutral style and which has a sense 
of symmetry about it.  They will see the mediator seated at or by a table and located in front of a 
whiteboard or the like, on which the date and possibly the parties’, advisors’, support people’s 
and mediator’s name may be written. At the table, parties will be seated closest to the mediator. 
The mediator will be seated equidistant from each of two parties and/or centrally, with a direct 
line of sight where there are more than two parties, in a chair identical or at least very similar to 
the parties’, advisors’ and support people’s chairs. Advisors, including lawyers, and support 
people will be seated on the far side of the person whom they have accompanied.  
 
The mediator will be dressed in a style that is more similar to, than different from, parties’ level of 
formality. 
 
Absent from the room will be reading material that could imply partiality, items which could be 
dangerous and any evidence of other mediations.  
 
Easily and equally accessible to all, will be water, glasses and perhaps mints.   
 
The participants  
Participants include the parties, the mediator, the advisors and the support people.  
 
When the MOS commences, the observer will see all eyes on the mediator and the gradual 
development of an expression of familiarity with or recognition of the content among the 
participants as the mediator briefly reviews substance that has been covered in detail during pre-
mediation sessions. The observer may notice the participants, particularly the parties, become 
progressively more relaxed. 
 
The mediator 
The mediator designs and manages the opportunity for respectful dialogue.  
 
The observer will see the mediator sitting back in their chair, exhibiting an open demeanour. They 
may see the mediator refer to a short aide memoir, the use of which will have been explained. 
Accessible to the mediator may be a file, a notebook, pens and whiteboard makers. The observer 
will note that the mediator’s hands are empty. 
 
As the mediator delivers their opening statement, the observer will see the mediator sitting 
steadily and moving their head in either, or a combination of ‘tennis head’ (turning regularly from 
party to party) and ‘newsreader head’ (looking straight ahead), while making eye contact equally 
with each party and less so with advisors and support people.  
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The observer will see the mediator speak uninterrupted until the end of their opening statement 
when they will see that the mediator invites questions from parties then from other participants. 
 

What will the observer hear? 

The observer will hear the tone, the style and the substance of the MOS. 
 
Tone  
Tone conveys attitudes and values.  
 
The observer will hear a tone which, through implicit revealing and explicit description of 
attitudes and values, provides insights into both the mediator’s character and their 
professionalism. Attitudes including respect, welcoming difference, perseverance, patience, 
compassion and optimism among many others will be heard. Values which are congruent with 
peaceful interactions and valuing of difference can be inferred. 
 
The observer will also hear a tone of the MOS which prepares the groundwork for creating a 
working relationship between and among the mediator and the participants.  
 
The observer will hear procedural aspects of mediation explained by an authoritative, as distinct 
from ‘authoritarian’, peer of the parties. They will hear the confident, measured tone of the 
mediator methodically describe the components of the mediation, using the vocabulary of the 
parties. 
 
The tone of the MOS will also convey to the observer the clear understanding that the mediator 
will manage the process assertively and the content tentatively and that the participants will be 
assisted to manage the content assertively and may be consulted regarding limited aspects of the 
process. The observer will, therefore, hear the mediator speak assertively: explaining the process 
to follow.  
 
In summary, the observer will hear the MOS delivered in an assured, genuine, optimistic warm 
tone. The delivery will indicate that while its elements are well-rehearsed, the presentation is 
unique to the particular mediation. 
 
Throughout the MOS the observer will hear that underpinning each comment are the many 
attitudes and values of respectful interaction. 
 
Style 
The elements of style include language, sentence structure and concepts.  
 
The observer will hear compassion expressed in a distinct, tending toward dispassionate, style. 
This results from the mediator’s deliberate choices regarding the elements of style. The observer 
will hear the elements interact to describe and demonstrate the substance of the MOS in a style 
that participants can emulate. 
 
Language  
The observer will note at least two aspects of the mediator’s use of language. First, they will hear 
language purposefully selected to underpin the tone of the MOS. For example, parties, the 
mediator, lawyers and other advisors and support people will be heard being addressed in the 
same manner, usually by their first names. 
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The observer will hear words such as “likely” and “often” rather than “obviously” and “always”. 
They will hear explanations provided in language which identifies the distinctly different  roles of 
all present, reinforcing the notion of self-determination: “Then you will each…” and “I will …” and 
“You could decide to ask your lawyers to provide some advice…” rather than “We will then…” or 
“The parties will then…” or “Ask your lawyer to tell you…” 
 
Second, throughout the MOS, the observer will hear the mediator integrating parties’ vocabulary 
with mediation terminology: “Whenever you feel like a smoko, let me know. It’s much better to 
call a break too soon than too late. I’ll wind up whatever is happening, then take a break. I will be 
calling breaks as well.”  
 
Sentence structure 
As well as specific vocabulary, the observer will hear parties’ vernacular assimilated with 
mediation concepts to create a ‘mediation pidgin’ unique to each mediation. They will hear 
sentences that are constructed using colloquial conventions. That is, the syntax that the observer 
will hear will be closer to that of the everyday, informal conversation of the parties than to their 
own or the advisors’ or support people’s vernacular.  
 
Concepts 
 Mediation involves facilitation to create and manage the potential human relationship behaviour 
change. The observer will hear the mediator’s general affirmation of parties’ points of view while 
hearing almost simultaneously that it is possible, even likely, that their opinions will change. 
 
Human nature being what it is and human natures in conflict being even more conspicuously what 
they are, the concepts on which some mediation interventions are premised, can range from the 
contradictory to the unpredictably synergistic and sometimes to the mysterious.   
 
Consequently the observer will hear the MOS expressed in way which, while grounding 
participants explicitly in core aspects of mediation, simultaneously considers the prospect that the 
scope of the mediation can accommodate the needs of individuals and the group; generalisations 
and exceptions; interpretations from narrow to broad; certainty and uncertainty.  The observer 
will note that the MOS expression will convey both the mediator’s comfort with ambiguity and 
their easy adaptability to circumstances. 
 
Throughout, the observer will hear a subtext of mediator competence including being at ease 
with divergent thinking. That is, the observer will hear the implicit message that while there may 
be unpredictable elements of the mediation, the mediator is adept at managing a process that is 
known for its robustness and likelihood for providing parties the opportunity to reach agreement.  
 
As tone and style combine the observer may hear the mediator  
  

 affirm each party individually while being inclusive of all eg “you will each have the 
opportunity to collectively …” 

 refer to likely agreement while implying that the mediation may or may not result in 
an agreement eg “agreements reached can be recorded…” rather than “will be 
recorded…” 

 remind of voluntariness while encouraging perseverance eg “on the whole the 
mediation needs to have a sense of progress most of the time, however from time to 
time it may appear to be marking time while one person explores an aspect in more 
detail than another might have needed to…” 

 emphasise the future while validating the significance of the past eg “the mediation 
will focus on the future and in doing so will acknowledge the past” 
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 aspire to evenhandedness while acknowledging differences among participants eg 
“my role is to be evenhanded and to make decisions about how this is best 
accomplished according to the different strengths you each bring to the mediation” 

 commit to the mediation while explaining that the mediator can terminate the 
process eg “mediation takes some perseverance; from you and from me. If I decide, 
after considerable perseverance, that I am unable to be helpful, I will terminate the 
mediation. This happens very rarely, p’raps once or twice each year.” 

 refer to this being a unique mediation while being built on similar experience eg 
“situations like this lend themselves to a mediated agreement, however each 
situation has its own variables which influence the outcome in their own ways”  

 
Substance 
The observer will hear the MOS expressed within a framework, presented as a monologue.  The 
mediator will say what they are going to say, say it then say what they have said. The observer 
will hear sub headings clearly noted and will notice that the initial topics are predictable 
introductory ones, the next topics may contain new information and the final topics lead logically 
into the mediation. 
 

 welcome each participant, by name 

 introduce participants who may not be known to each other 

 refer to an aide memoir 

 check on room temperature and other comfort factors  

 note evacuation procedures 

 acknowledge having met each participant in the confidential pre-mediation sessions 

 confirm the timing of the session  

 note that there will be an opportunity for questions at the end of these comments 

 explain the mindset of mediation  

 explain the goal of mediation 

 describe and establish commitment to what can be expected of 
o the mediator 
o the participants 
o the advisors 
o the support people  
o the others present 
o the others not present 

 note that it has been previously established that each party is in a position to make 
decisions should the opportunity be created  

 note that in most situations taking some time for reflection and/or advice prior to 
making a commitment is usual 

 note documents, including agreement to mediate 

 explain fundamental attributes of mediation 
o admissibility 
o voluntariness 

 describe guidelines which assist to normalize the efficacy of mediation 
o each person to:  

 wait until the other has finished speaking 
 address each other as for a business meeting 

 facilitate a brief discussion regarding confidentiality to elicit a commitment to 
confidentiality agreements that are workable, practical and durable, including any 
public statements when applicable 

 explain the stages of mediation process to follow 
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 explain the process for terminating a mediation 

 acknowledge the difficult situation in which participants find themselves 

 make some generic, normalized comments regarding the substance of mediations of 
this genre 

 summarise mediator comments above 

 explain  
o the task and purpose of participants’ opening statements 
o the roles of others during participants’ opening statements. 

 
In summary, the observer will have seen and heard the MOS delivered in an informal, inclusive, 
situational, confident tone and style. The delivery will simultaneously convey that it is directed to 
each individual and to the group as a whole. It will convey the uniqueness of each mediation while 
imbuing confidence in the reliability of the process and the experience of the mediator.  
 
This concludes the observation session. 

 

 

4. Debrief: In which the mediator and ‘the observer’ debrief following the MOS 
including the ‘when’ of MOS. 

When to use a mediator’s opening statement? 

Commencement of mediation 

A full MOS is made at the commencement of the first joint session, whatever the design of the 
mediation:  
 

 co-located  

 shuttle mediation 

 videoconference 

 telephone mediation 

 online 

Commencement of subsequent sessions 

A selective, abbreviated mediators’ opening statement is made at the commencement of each 
subsequent session, highlighting aspects which have been working well and one or two aspects 
which if done differently, are likely to improve selected aspects of the mediation. 

During mediation sessions 

Elements of the MOS are usefully referred to and repeated as needed throughout the mediation, 
particularly during transitions from one stage to the next and when guidelines need reinforcing. 
For example “You will recall my earlier comments that the process works well when…” 

What precedes a MOS?  

The MOS follows the initial greeting and checking in processes which follow initial separate pre-
mediation sessions and/or preliminary conferences.  

What follows a MOS? 
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Following the MOS participants have an opportunity for questions. The mediator asks “What 
questions do you have?” addressed to each person individually rather than a general “Do you 
have any questions?” 
 
Participants’ questions and the mediator’s responses are followed by the mediator’s linking 
statements to the next stage of the mediation: parties’ opening statements.  

 

 

5. Issues: In which ‘the observer’ raises with the mediator challenges that might 
arise in a MOS. 

Issues that can arise regarding mediators’ opening statements 

Q: How does a mediator decide on the length of their opening statement? 
A: This is a variant on the ‘piece of string’ question.  

 A short opening statement is likely to be an incomplete opening statement, fulfilling 
the needs of the (experienced) mediator and leaving (novice) participants 
disempowered. It requires participants to commence mediation uninformed and 
uphill. 

 A longer opening statement can give participants time to settle in while accomplishing 
the relevant purposes outlined above. Crucially, it can authoritatively pre-empt issues 
rather than risking addressing them for the first time during the mediation in what 
may then be received as an authoritarian intervention. The length of the MOS is 
tailored to the parties feeling settled and energised. Brevity on each point is essential. 

 An opening statement that is too long is likely to raise the anxiety of some 
participants and mesmerise others.  

 The length of the MOS should be that which suits the participant with the least 
experience of mediation or similar situations. 

 
Q: Why use an aide memoir? 
A: An aide memoir can convey the importance of and commitment to each point being made.  

 It can ensure consistent content from session to session and free the mediator to 
focus on how the content is delivered rather than on the content itself. 

 A mediator’s opening statement made without notes can evoke for the mediator 
sensations of déjà vu leading to a tone of doubt creeping into the delivery and to 
aspects being inadvertently omitted and/or unwisely prioritised.  

 
Q: What language appropriately conveys the rationale and purpose? 
A: Language that indicates that the mediator is among equals.  

 Even the slightest hint of the tone of an instructor or that of a recalcitrant teenager 
indicates the need for better clinical supervision and/or a long break! The MOS should 
be delivered in the language of interests without any need for an excursion into the 
language of power or rights. 

 
Q: How can a monologue demonstrate and invite cooperative interaction? 
A: A MOS can engage participants’ creativity and imagination.  

 Most of the principles of mediation are relational.  

 By careful use of descriptions participants can envisage inclusive, relational, peer 
oriented and future focussed cooperative interactions. 

 
Q: How is the role of mediator shared during a co-mediation? 
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A: The role can be shared in a variety of ways.  

 Some suggest that each mediator speaks to each element.  

 Others share the elements somewhat equally, mostly, although not pedantically, 
alternating segments of the statement.  

 
Q: How does an opening statement vary for shuttle mediations?  
A: Tempting though it may be to abbreviate it, the MOS  varies only to explain the shuttle process.  
Participants can be asked to imagine that the other participants are in the room and the mediator 
can speak as if the other participants were present. 
 
Q: Why do mediator’s opening statements often describe what will not happen  eg “I will not make 
judgements”.  
A: It’s historic.  

 It comes from the days of yore when mediation was truly a novel, fringe activity and 
the reference point for dispute resolution was the court system.  

 The reference point for mediation is now self-determined justice. Imagine this: you 
have knee problems; you go to an orthopaedic surgeon. She says “I’m not going to 
remove your appendix…” 

 
Q: Why do mediators’ opening statements often refer to ‘ground rules’? 
A: I don’t know!  

 The principles of mediation indicate that ‘guidelines’ convey the essence of mediation 
more accurately.  

 
Q: How are participants most appropriately referred to?  
A:  

 Mediators should refer to participants in the way that they expect participants to 
refer to each other: by their names.  

 Never as ‘the parties’.  

 It is heinous to refer to ‘this side’ and ‘the other side’. 
 
Q: Is it appropriate to thank people for coming to mediation? 
A:  

 No! Participants are self determining people doing it for themselves, each other and 
for constituents, not for the mediator.  

 
Q: Is it appropriate to praise people for coming to mediation? 
A:  

 No! See ‘thanking’ above. The mediator walks beside the participants, not ahead of, 
behind nor above them.  

 
Q: How can participants’ interruptions during a MOS be appropriately addressed? 
A:  

 Pre-empt them. Advise early that questions and comments will be welcome at the 
end.  Interruptions in a MOS can result in the real or perceived impression of 
mediator handing control of the process to the participants. This can frighten some 
participants and invite others to score ‘a win’. That is, it puts the mediation on the 
very shaky ground of a struggle for control of the process. A first interruption is often 
best respectfully acknowledged nonverbally. A second interruption is often best 
unacknowledged. An interruption responded to is an interruption rewarded. Human 
behaviour is reinforced by three interactions: eye contact, voice and touch. If a 
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mediator makes eye contact and talks to a participant they are doubly reinforcing the 
interruption. 

 
Q: For best practice, how often should a MOS be prepared, observed and reviewed? 
A:  

 Each time a MOS is delivered, it can be prepared, observed and reviewed by the 
mediator’s most constructive critic: themselves aka ‘the observer’. From time to time 
it can be prepared, observed and reviewed by a trusted advisor, a ‘guest observer’.  

 
 

6. Possible take away messages for ‘the observer’ and ‘the guest observer’ of a 
MOS 

Ask yourself  

By the end of your MOS what do you want parties to be: 

 thinking? 

 feeling? 

 doing? 
 
Write each down in detail then edit your MOS accordingly.  

Be yourself!  

Authenticity is your greatest asset. All the rest can be learnt. Fundamental to mediation is the 
connection between mediator and each of the parties. It is this which sets the tone for the 
connections among all present. The ‘therapeutic relationship’ enables change to be considered. 
The parties are there to discover the opportunities created by experimenting with changing their 
modus operandi from power, entitlement and past focused to interests and future focused.  

Coach yourself 

The role of a mediator has much in common with the role of a dinner party host. As host, you are 
responsible for setting up and maintaining a situation which will maximise opportunities to 
accomplish the goal of the evening. You are not responsible for the extent to which or how your 
guests use those opportunities. You demonstrate foresight and flexibility. You respond to each 
participant as your equal and according to their individuality.  You monitor the tone, timing, each 
individual and the group.  You pre-empt any issues, dealing calmly and assertively with any that 
do arise. In your MOS, say what you would say in the way that you would if hosting a dinner party. 
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